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NZD Back Down To Reality


We’ve previously noted the unjustified net long
positioning in the NZD and so it hasn’t taken much
to see a broadly-based selloff in the NZD. The same
positioning data goes a long way in explaining the
USD breaking up through its recent range as well.



The recent tumble takes the NZD from somewhat
richly priced to just below our current fair value
estimate of 0.7170. Strong fundamental and
technical support is in a 0.68-0.69 range. That said,
the technical relative strength indicator would argue
that the speed of decline sees the NZD oversold.



We haven’t changed our end-Q2 or year-end targets
of 0.72 and 0.70 respectively. We began the year
with forecasts that the NZD would be weaker on all
the major currencies this year bar NZD/AUD. And
recent unjustified NZD/AUD strength meant that we
ended up bearish on all the major crosses. We had
more conviction on weaker NZD/EUR, NZD/GBP and
NZD/JPY crosses than for NZD/USD. That remains
the case today.

data pointed towards extreme net long speculative
positioning in the NZD and this has historically pointed to
a good short term sell signal. Through to Tuesday last
week, traders had increased long NZD positions to 28k
contracts, around 75% of the 3-year maximum position.
At the same time, positioning in other commodity
currencies like AUD and CAD was slightly short. Building
NZD positions and shortening up of AUD and CAD
positions was evident in the outperformance of NZD/AUD
and NZD/CAD through to mid-March/mid-April. In our
view, this didn’t seem justified when measured against
fundamental factors2.
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The NZD has finally broken out of its well-established and
fairly tight range held (roughly 0.72-0.74) since the first
week of 2018. It has been a broadly based sell-off with
the NZD down all on the major crosses. It has been a
steady fall, with NZD/USD and NZD/EUR down for 9
consecutive days (on NY closes). From its peak on 12April, the NZD has fallen by 2-4% on the various crosses.
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We suspect that when the next set of figures is released
at the end of the week they’ll show a capitulation of sorts
in those long NZD positions. The indicator has had a
100% track record in explaining subsequent NZD
movement over 4, 12 and 24 weeks (5 episodes over
three forward looking dates equals 15 observations).
In the current episode, the peak level of long contracts
occurred around 0.7340, meaning that if this indicator is
true to form then it’ll be a tough ask for the NZD to return
to that level over coming months.
Recent price dynamics haven’t just been about a weaker
NZD though. The USD has also broken out of its trading
range when looking at various USD indices. Over the past

Source: BNZ, Bloomberg

We think that (unjustified) long positioning in the NZD has
exacerbated the sell-off. As we noted last week1, CFTC
1

NZD Positioning Signal Reads Overbought?, 17 April 2018.
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2

See notes published at the end of March “NZD/AUD: Reverse
Swing Ahead?” 28 March 2018 and “NZD/CAD: Canada (Home
and) Dry?”26 March 2018 for more detail.
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couple of weeks the USD has been the best performing of
the majors, with the TWI (majors) up around 2%.

recent reversal of the USD. A tipping point was reached
and now the challenge is to work out where to from now?

Theories abound why the USD has broken out but again
we can point to poor positioning exacerbating the move.
CFTC data pointed to heavy short USD positioning. In
dollar terms, the latest data point showed the largest net
short position since 2011.

In previous reports we have highlighted how the
relationship between currencies and interest rates has
broken down. This is best illustrated by our short-term
USD fair value model which broke down in mid-2017.
The model, with only two factors – the US-global real
2-year swap spread and risk appetite – has showed that
the soft USD has clearly contradicted the path determined
by rising US interest rates and (to a much lesser extent)
the prevailing risk appetite conditions.
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Will the previous relationship shown by the model return
to haunt the market? If so, that would set the scene for
an almighty broadly-based USD recovery from here,
sending the NZD spiralling downwards.
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When positioning is so lop-sided it doesn’t take much for
a reversal of fortunes as traders scramble to cover their
positions. Some candidates for the USD reversal include:


Short positions becoming uncomfortably expensive as
USD short-term rates (LIBOR) climb higher and higher.



US 10-year Treasury yields reaching fresh highs for the
year including a break-up through the psychological
3% mark, and US-global rate spreads drifting up
further.



The positive US data flow continuing against a
backdrop of softer global indicators, particularly for the
euro area.

While all these factors are USD-positive, a shake-out in
positioning is the more satisfactory explanation for the
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In our latest GFXS publication, my NAB colleagues and I
came to the conclusion of being sceptical that the USD
has embarked on a strong and sustainable rebound.
While momentum following the range break-out can
extend USD gains over the short term, we still maintain
that secular forces – namely the burgeoning twin fiscal
and current account deficits – will ultimately stymie a
significant USD recovery.
Looking at the recent behaviour of the NZD within our
short-term modelling framework offers another source of
context for recent currency movements.
Since the beginning of 2017, our short-term fair value
estimate has stayed entirely within a range of 0.69500.7350. The model highlighted the discount that opened
up for the NZD after NZ’s September general election and
the shock of the new Labour-led coalition government.
This discount had completely closed by the end of
January. Subsequently, the NZD traded on the rich side of
fair value, against the backdrop of slightly weaker risk
appetite and narrowing NZ-US rate spreads. It was in this
context that we couldn’t explain the ramping up of net
long speculative positions.
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The recent tumble in the NZD now takes the spot rate just
below our current fair value estimate of 0.7170. To justify
an ongoing decline in the NZD we’d have to see some or
all of weaker risk appetite, lower NZ commodity prices
and lower NZ-US rate spreads. In the absence of any
change in fundamental factors, a spot rate of 0.6850
would take the NZD to its largest discount to fair value
seen over the past 18 months (excluding the unusual
discount seen post the election). We see that level as
possible, if the USD continued to rebound against those
structural headwinds, but it wouldn’t be our central
forecast.
Strong technical support lies between 0.68-0.69 and we’d
see that as a tough level to crack over coming months.
On the other side of the ledger, despite some justification
for the recent sell-down of the NZD, the speed of decline
has been rather vicious and various forms of relative
strength indicators (RSIs) are in short-term oversold
territory. This would argue for some base forming around
current spot rather than a further immediate lurch down.
One might even entertain a possible quick cent recovery.
We haven’t changed our end-Q2 or year-end targets of
0.72 and 0.70 respectively. We began the year with
forecasts that the NZD would be weaker on all the major
currencies this year bar NZD/AUD. And recent unjustified
NZD/AUD strength meant that we ended up bearish on all
the major crosses. We had more conviction on weaker
NZD/EUR, NZD/GBP and NZD/JPY crosses than for
NZD/USD. That remains the case today.
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NZD Broadly Fairly Priced On Short-Term Model
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NZD Relative Strength Indicators Says “Oversold”
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